The Department provides the following programs and specialized services:

> **Community Service Program:** Offenders do community service for various non-profit organizations throughout the county and are assigned by a community service coordinator. Offender’s compliance is monitored by supervising PO.

> **Drug Testing Services:** The Department performs on-site drug screening. Offenders are charged a fee for drug testing ($9 presently). Disputed test results are sent to a laboratory for confirmation; if a positive confirmation, the offender is assessed that cost too. Alcohol tests are conducted via urine or breath. The department also manages an electronic randomized drug testing program that contacts offenders electronically for reporting within three hours. Our program is called Supporting Offender’s Sobriety (SOS).

> **Electronic Monitoring and/or House Arrest:** This Program is used primarily for offenders placed on intermediate punishment for Driving Under the Influence (DUI). In addition, it is used with other dispositions and as a sanction for probation or parole violations. Besides monitoring confinement, EM units have GPS or alcohol testing capability, depending on EM unit deployed (EM/GPS or SCRAMx). A user fee of $8/day and $12/day is assessed to the offender, respectively.

> **Institutional Parole Services:** An Institutional Parole Officer (IPO) is assigned to perform all related duties for sentenced inmates and parole violators. IPO’s main function is to screen inmates that are reaching their minimum sentences and approve release. President Judge has authorized automatic parole for all sentenced inmates on their minimum sentence or after serving re-commitment time. However, inmates must meet certain release criteria to be released.

> **Intermediate Punishment Programming (IPP):** Our department supports intermediate punishment dispositions designed for non-violent offenders. Within the IPP, there are five approved programs that involve three restorative sanctions and two RIP sanctions: Community Service, Fine, Drug Testing, House Arrest, and Electronic Monitoring. Further, we support Level 2, 3 & 4 IP offender programming as delineated by PCCD criteria.

> **SORNA** – We provide for sexual offender registration requirements and related information updates while under the supervision of our Department.

Note: Work Release Programming is provided and monitored by the county prison. To be work release eligible, the Court must order this at time of sentencing. The prison has final say on whether an offender is granted work release per prison protocol, once made eligible by the Court.
Please contact the Department regarding other unique programming or condition(s).